
The fastest, most cost-effective solution for 

Storm®

indoor rat and mouse control

 Proven single feed flocoumafen efficacy
 Highly palatable and durable block with a central hole
 Quick, easy and secure to use
 Maximum value, least cost pulse baiting

Enabling the most effective solutions to your
pest problems.



Proven, Single Feed Flocoumafen Efficacy 
Storm®  delivers the proven power of single feed anticoagulant rodenticide, flocoumafen to 
UK Pest Control Professionals as an ideal complement to the best difenacoum-based programmes.

The most potent modern rat killer, flocoumafen delivers a lethal dose in a single feed for the best 
possible control. It is also highly effective against mice and particularly valuable for controlling difficult 
rat and mouse populations.

As a special safeguard to non-target species UK legislation restricts flocoumafen to indoor use 
by professionals. 

Highly Palatable and Durable Block 
Storm® is formulated as a crushed grain and wax block containing 0.005% flocoumafen.

Extensive professional use throughout Europe has shown it to be highly palatable to both rats and 
mice as well as extremely durable for the greatest efficacy in even the most challenging warm and 
wet environments.

Quick, Easy and Secure to Use 
Storm® makes it quick and easy both to put out fresh bait in pre-measured doses and to 
retrieve any unused rodenticide at the end of baiting.

A central hole allows each 20 g block to be anchored securely in baiting points for the best targeting 
and to prevent removal and the risk of foodstuff contamination.

Maximum Value, Least Cost Pulse Baiting 
Storm® can used in the most cost-effective pulse baiting programmes involving strictly 
limited amounts of bait put down in successive cycles. 

This ensures the most reliable whole population control by allowing less dominant later  
feeding rats and mice sufficient access to the bait once their more dominant early-feeding 
contemporaries are dead or dying.

As well as requiring markedly less bait than the traditional surplus baiting regimes  
employed with multi-feed rodenticides, pulse baiting significantly reduces both  
the amount of bait needed and the time required for baiting, leading to  
valuable total treatment cost savings.  

This leaflet is intended as advice.
The recommendations for use provided with each product should be carefully observed.

Storm® is a registered trademark of BASF. Storm® contains flocoumafen. Use biocides safely. Always read the label and product information before use.
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